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The rst structures were proto-voids formed in the primordial plasma when
viscous forces rst matched gravitational forces at the Hubble, or horizon, scale
of causal connection LH  ct  LSV  (γ=G)1/2, where t  30 000 years
was the age of the universe, c the speed of light, γ  1=t the rate of strain, 
the kinematic viscosity, and LSV Gibson’s 1996 viscous Schwarz scale. At that
time the photon viscosity   4  1026 m2 s−1 gave a marginally subcritical
Reynolds number at scale LH and fragmentation at supercluster mass values.
No increase occurred in the baryonic density   10−17 kg m−3 as the cooling
plasma continued its fragmentation to form proto-galaxy masses, suppressing
turbulence formation by buoyancy as well as viscous forces during the plasma
epoch which explains the observed T=T  10−5 cosmic microwave background
temperature fluctuations. The beginning of gravitational condensation with
increased  was at t  300 000 years, with simultaneous fragmentation of
neutral gas within proto-galaxies at both Jeans and viscous Schwarz scales
to form proto-globular-star-clusters (PGCs) containing trillions of condensing
small-planetary-mass primordial-fog-particles. Frozen PFPs that have not
yet accreted to form stars persist as the galactic dark matter, supporting
Schild’s 1996 quasar-microlensing interpretation. Non-baryonic dark matter
with D  1028 m2 s−1 diused to ll the proto-voids as these grew to diusive
Schwarz scales LSD  (D2=G)1/4, at which time this material fragmented
into galaxy-cluster-halos. Estimates are presented of viscosities, diusivities,
Reynolds numbers, and turbulence parameters leading to these conclusions.




We consider the hydrodynamic evolution of the hot expanding universe soon after the
Big Bang in order to determine when gravitational forces were rst able to form structure
under the influence of viscous and turbulent forces. All such real flows of plasmas and
gases with large Re  v  L=  Recr should presumably be unstable to the formation of
turbulence based on widespread experimental conrmation of the 1883 Reynolds number
criterion for transition, where Recr is a nite critical value of Re above which laminar flows
are impossible, v is the velocity dierence on scale L and  is the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid. Furthermore, the rst universal similarity hypothesis of Kolmogorov 1941 for
turbulence is equivalent to the assumption of a universal critical Reynolds number value
Recr  25 − 100, and predictions from Kolmogorovian universal similarity theories for
turbulence and turbulent mixing have been widely validated in numerous flows and fluids,
Gibson 1991. No experimental counterexample exists. Linear stability theories suggesting
the possibility of steady inviscid flows, Rayleigh 1880, were generally recognized as unreliable
and abandoned soon after the Prandtl 1921 discovery of viscous instabilities, and also
because much larger values of Recr were predicted by such theories than observed in careful
laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, White 1991. In particular, prior to the
1993 discovery that the anisotropies T=T of the cosmic microwave background temperature
were very small ( 10−5) it was consistently assumed by all authors that Re values of the
expanding universe would be supercritical ( 100) so that both the primordial plasma and
the subsequent primordial gas would be strongly turbulent, and that the turbulence would
play a crucial role in determining gravitational structure formation. Density fluctuations
produced by the primordial turbulence would presumably trigger gravitational collapse to
form structures such as stars and galaxies at mass scales determined by inertial forces of
the turbulence.
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From energy arguments, von Weizsacker 1951 showed the Jeans 1902 linear acoustical
criterion for gravitational instability in ideal fluids fails in strongly turbulent flows. He
proposed that Kolmogorov’s incompressible turbulence expression v  L1/3 for velocity
dierences v between points separated by distances L be used to compute the turbulent
kinetic energy of a possibly unstable gas or plasma cloud, and that the turbulent kinetic
energy of the cloud should be less than the gravitational energy as the criterion for
gravitational instability in such clouds. Chandrasekhar 1951 also rejected the Jeans theory
for the gravitational instability of turbulent flows, but overlooked Kolmogorov’s theory in
any form and simply added a turbulence pressure pT  (v)2 to the fluid pressure p in the
expression for Jeans’s length scale LJ
LJ  VS=(G)1/2  (p=2G)1/2; (1)
where  is the density, G is Newton’s gravitational constant and VS is the sound speed.
The Gibson 1996 nonlinear theory of gravitational structure formation in real rather
than ideal fluids abandons the Jeans theory entirely; not only for strongly turbulent flows
but for flows that are weakly turbulent or nonturbulent. According to the new theory, the
physical signicance of LJ in Eq. 1 is not as the minimum scale of gravitational instability
as proposed by Jeans. Instead LJ represents either the maximum scale of pressure and
temperature equilibration or the scale of hydrostatic equilibrium LHS in a self gravitating
condensed object, Gibson and Schild 1999a,b. Pressure forces are irrelevant and viscous
or weakly turbulent fluid forces determine the smallest scales of gravitational instability in
plasma and gas at high temperature where LJ is large. Therefore the turbulent inertial
pressure  (v)2 should be substituted rather than added to p in Eq. 1 and the full
Kolmogorov expression v  ("L)1/3 should be used for v. Solving for the critical length
scale at which inertial forces match gravitational forces gives
LST  "1/2=(G)3/4 (2)
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where LST was dened as the turbulent Schwarz scale in Gibson 1996 and " is the viscous
dissipation rate of the turbulence. If the turbulence of the primordial plasma flow is weak,
as indicated by the small CMB fluctuations, then viscous forces FV  γL2 determine the
smallest scale of gravitational instability, balancing gravitational forces FG  2GL4 at the
viscous Schwarz scale LSV , where
LSV  (γ=G)1/2; (3)
 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, γ is the rate of strain, and  is the density.
The turbulent Schwarz scale of Eq. 2 is closely related to the Ozmidov length scale
LR  ("=N3)1/2 of stably stratied turbulent flows, where the stratication frequency N
has the same physical signicance as the inverse free fall time (G)1/2 and LR is derived
by matching turbulence forces with buoyancy forces to nd the critical length scale. The
viscous Schwarz scale of Eq. 3 near Recr is analogous to the buoyancy-inertial-viscous
scale LBIV  (=N)1/2 that arises in fossil turbulence theory, Gibson 1999a. Turbulence is
strongly inhibited and rapidly fossilized by buoyancy forces in the ocean and atmosphere at
LR scales, and astrophysical turbulence is strongly inhibited and fossilized at LST scales in
self gravitating fluids.
Silk and Ames 1972 note that the large size of LJ  LH  ct in the plasma epoch with
sound speed VS  c=31/2 prevents gravitational condensation of plasma by Jeans’s criterion.
By their galaxy formation theory, strong turbulence produced density fluctuations that
served as nuclei for galaxy formation at the time of photon decoupling when the sound
speed VS dramatically decreased by a factor of 3 104. Other studies claiming that strong
primordial turbulence should set the scale of galaxies include Gamov 1952, Ozernoi and
Chernin 1968, Ozernoi and Chernin 1969, Oort 1970, and Ozernoi and Chebyshev 1971.
All such strong turbulence theories of structure formation were rendered moot by 1993
measurements of very small temperature fluctuations T=T  10−5  v=v  =  p=p
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in the cosmic microwave radiation (CMB) data from the 1989 COsmic Background
Explorer (COBE) satellite, rather than values of v=v  10−1 − 10−2 that would result
from fully developed turbulence. Possibly because the horizon scale Reynolds number
ReH  c2t=  100 at the time 1013 s of plasma-gas transition requires an unimaginably
large kinematic viscosity   91027 m2 s−1 to be subcritical, it has implicitly been assumed
in the astrophysics literature ever since COBE that the Hubble flow of the expanding
universe must somehow be intrinsically stable to turbulence formation, independent of
Reynolds number. For comparison, the kinematic viscosity of the Earth’s upper mantle is
estimated to be   1021 m2 s−1 from glacial rebound rates (Professor Robert Parker of
SIO, personal communication). Textbooks on structure formation in the universe such as
Padmanabhan 1993 make no mention of viscosity, turbulence, or Reynolds number in their
discussions of the process.
The purpose of the present paper is to question such implicit assumptions in
astrophysical texts and current cosmological models that the Hubble flow is intrinsically
stable to the formation of turbulence, with a large Recr  100. From the fluid mechanical
literature cited above, it seems more likely that since turbulence is not observed in the
CMB, something must have prevented it. Possibly buoyancy forces of early structure
formation contributed to the damping of turbulence in the plasma epoch, as proposed by
Gibson 1996. Possibly plasma viscosities were enormous. It is not likely that turbulent
transition failed because of any lack of a triggering perturbation, since T=T fluctuations
are observed over a wide spectrum of scales in the CMB. In the following x2 we consider
whether an inviscid expanding universe is stable or unstable to the formation of turbulence.
If it is unstable according to the conventional Reynolds number criterion, what constraints
on viscosities and structure formation in the plasma epoch can be inferred from observed
CMB anisotropies? We examine the hydrodynamic parameters and structures to be
expected from the Gibson 1996 nonlinear gravitational structure formation theory during
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the plasma epoch in x3 and in the gas epoch in x4. The conclusions are summarized in x5.
2. The absolute instability of inviscid flows
The instability of expanding flows is discussed in x23 of Landau and Lifshitz 1959. The
equations of momentum conservation in a fluid may be written
@~v=@t = −rB + ~v  ~! + r2~v + ~FM + ::: (4)
where B  p= + v2=2 +  is the Bernoulli group of mechanical energy terms, ~!  r ~v is
the vorticity, ~v  ~! is the inertial vortex force that causes turbulence, r2~v is the viscous
force that damps it out, ~FG = −r is the gravitational force and has been absorbed in B,
 is the gravitational potential energy per unit mass in the expression r2 = 4G, G is
Newton’s constant, ~FM is the magnetic force, and other forces have been neglected. Eq. 4
applies in a gas or plasma when a sucient number of particles are assembled so that the
particle separation LP and the collision distance LC are much smaller than the size L of
the assemblage or the scale of causal connection LH  ct, where c is the speed of light and
t is the age of the universe. Turbulence develops whenever the inertial-vortex force of the
flow is larger than the other terms; that is, if the Reynolds number Re  (~v  ~!)=(r2~v),
Froude number Fr  (~v  ~!)=~FG, and all other such dimensionless groups exceed critical
values.
In Landau and Lifshitz 1959 x23 an exact solution of Eq. 4 for an incompressible
viscous fluid attributed to G. Hamel 1916 (usually termed the Jerey-Hamel flow, White
1991) gives multiple maxima and minima for expanding flows between plates. This solution
is used to illustrate the relative instability of expanding flows compared to converging
flows. The Jerey-Hamel converging flow solution approaches the solution for converging
ideal fluid flow and thus might appear to be stable to the formation of turbulence at high
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Reynolds number because the turbulent intensity v=v decreases along a streamline as v
increases. For this reason a converging section is used in wind and water tunnels before the
test section to decrease the turbulent intensity, but the turbulent viscous dissipation rate "
and turbulent velocities increase in such a flow, Batchelor 1953. Can steady inviscid flows
of any kind be stable?
What about the stability of the expanding universe which is not incompressible
but is a uniform expansion with rate-of-strain γ  1=t, where γ is generally termed the
\Hubble constant" and the expansion is termed the \Hubble flow"? Instead of decreasing
along a streamline with 1=x as for the incompressible diverging Jerey-Hamel flow, the
speed v  γx increases with distance x. Does this mean the expanding Hubble flow is
stable, similar to the converging Jerey-Hamel flow where the speed also increases with
distance? Does this mean that the small CMB temperature anisotropies simply reflect the
fundamental stability of a Hubble flow, and does not imply large viscous or buoyancy forces
must have been present in the plasma epoch? Are self gravitating fluids fundamentally
dierent from stratied natural fluids in that the rst turbulence of the Hubble flow is
caused by gravitational forces rather than inhibited by them as in stratied flows?
According to the further analysis and discussion of Landau and Lifshitz 1959, in x27
\The onset of turbulence", steady inviscid flows are absolutely unstable (beware: this
section has been dropped in the paperback second edition). This means that all flows
develop turbulence at high enough Reynolds numbers, including the diverging Hubble flow
of the expanding universe. Maximum amplitudes of Fourier modes jAjmax  (Re−Recrit)1/2
are expressed as functions of their departures from critical Reynolds numbers Recrit and it
is shown that the individual modes grow to nite values with increasing Reynolds number,
with an increasing number of modes. Landau-Lifshitz admit that prediction of the mode
amplitudes is mathematically dicult and that such stability analysis has had limited
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success in predicting the transition to turbulence except to conrm the 1883 Reynolds
criterion, for which there is no experimental counterexample. As we have seen, in apparent
counterexamples such as the Jerey-Hamel converging incompressible flow the increasing
velocity along streamlines masks the developing turbulence, but does not prevent it.
The absolute instability of steady inviscid flows can be understood from the rst two
terms of Eq. 4. Such a flow must also be irrotational to remain steady with @~v=@t = 0.
Otherwise the vorticity ~! will produce inertial vortex forces ~v  ~! that will spread the
rotational region indenitely to larger and smaller scales by undamped turbulent diusion.
If a variation in speed occurs along one of the steamlines, then accelerations
@~v=@t = −rB (5)
develop that amplify any perturbations in v with increasing time, where B = p=+ v2=2+
is a constant for all streamlines in a steady flow with negligible viscous forces or dissipation
rates ". Increasing v requires increases in both B and its gradient, and decreasing v
decreases both B and its gradient. From Eq. 5, positive speed perturbations increase −rB
and cause speed increases, and negative speed perturbations cause decreases in −rB and
cause speed decreases. Vorticity develops and forms turbulence, which will grow in size
and kinetic energy without limit. This positive feedback is independent of the continuity
equation or the equation of state of the fluid. Finite length scale perturbations of any of the
hydrophysical parameters (v; p; ) in a steady, inviscid, irrotational flow will cause a local
perturbation in the vorticity on the same nite scale, with resulting formation and growth
of turbulent inertial vortex forces ~v  ~! and thus turbulence at larger and smaller scales,
drawing energy from the assumed variations of v along streamlines. Even the extreme case
of steady flow is unstable to a vorticity perturbation, since the rotational region of the
~! perturbation without viscous damping will spread its vorticity and kinetic energy to
indenitely larger volumes by turbulent diusion.
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We conclude that steady inviscid flows are absolutely unstable, conrming the 1959
Landau-Lifshitz result and the conventional Reynolds criterion for turbulence formation.
Viscosity is not necessary to the formation of turbulence, only its evolution. From the
vorticity conservation equation following a fluid particle in a fluid with variable density
D~!=Dt = @~!=@t + (~v  r)~! = ~! ~~e + (rrp)=2 + r2~! (6)
variations in the density of the fluid can produce vorticity if pressure and density gradients
are not aligned at rate (rrp)=2, leading to unconstrained inertial vortex forces ~v  ~!
and thus turbulence. Vorticity is produced by vortex stretching at a rate ~! ~~e, where ~~e is the
rate of strain tensor. Turbulence is dened as an eddylike state of fluid motion where the
inertial vortex forces of the eddies are larger than any other forces that tend to damp the
eddies out, Gibson 1999a. Turbulence always starts at the smallest possible scale permitted
by viscous forces, and cascades to larger scales by a process of eddy pairing and entrainment
of irrotational fluid, Gibson 1991. Failure of Fourier modal analysis to properly describe the
formation of turbulence, gravitational structure formation, or small scale turbulent mixing
at small Prandtl numbers may be attributed to sacricing a realistic physical model for
mathematical convenience, considering the time evolution of innite sine waves rather than
more representative nite scale local perturbations, Gibson 1996.
In any real fluid, the Hubble flow is unstable at all scales where the Reynolds number
exceeds a universal value Recrit  100. Thus, Re  v  x=  γx2=  100 at a critical
length scale xcrit  10(=γ)1/2. The viscous dissipation rate "  γ2, so
xcrit  10(3/2="1/2)1/2  10LK ; (7)
where
LK  (3=")1/4 = (=γ)1/2 (8)
is the 1941 Kolmogorov length scale. Turbulence always begins at scales of  10LK and is
inhibited at smaller scales by viscous forces. These small eddies pair, pairs of eddies pair
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with other eddy pairs, etc. Irrotational (and therefore nonturbulent) fluid is entrained into
the interstices of the turbulent domain as ideal flows, and is made turbulent at Kolmogorov
scales by viscous forces. We now use these results to examine the formation of turbulence,
and its inhibition, during the plasma epoch before 1013 s (300 000 y).
3. The plasma epoch
What about the formation of turbulence in the plasma epoch? Since the Hubble flow is
unstable to the formation of turbulence, either viscous forces or buoyancy forces, or both,
must have been present to prevent strong turbulence. When did the rst turbulence form?
What was the viscosity of the plasma required to prevent turbulence?
The peak of the temperature fluctuation power spectrum for the CMB is at a spherical
harmonic of l  300 corresponding to an angular distance of less than one degree and
a length scale  0:1LH much less than the horizon scale LH  3  1021 m existing at
the time. To prevent turbulence at the horizon scale at decoupling requires a viscosity
crit  c2t=100  1028 m2 s, which is unimaginably large for the baryonic component.
Setting xcrit = 0:1LH in Eqs. 7 and 8 with γ = 1=t gives a value of  = (ct=100)
2γ  1026
m2 s−1. This is a large value, but not impossible if the maximum length scale of CMB
temperature fluctuations is interpreted as the scale of rst structure formation at an earlier
time, when LSV or LST matched the earlier, smaller, horizon scale LH  ct at t  1012 s and
gravitation forces formed the rst structure. Once structures begin formation, buoyancy
forces are possible that will inhibit turbulence formation.
Densities were larger at this earlier time (30 000 y) so mean free paths for collisions
LC  (n)−1 were shorter, where  is the collision cross section and n is the particle
density. The physical mechanism of viscous stress in the plasma epoch is photon collisions
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with the free electrons of the plasma, Silk and Ames 1972. The electrons then drag along
the protons and alpha particles of the primordial plasma to maintain electrical neutrality.
The kinematic viscosity is then
  LC  v = c=Tne (9)
where T = 6:65  10−29 m2 is the Thomson cross section for Compton scattering and ne
is the number density of the free electrons. Substituting ne  1010 m−3 for the electron
number density at t = 1012 s, Weinberg 1972, gives   4  1026 m2 s−1, which is larger
than our estimated minimum  value required to inhibit turbulence. The collision distance
LC  1:5  1018 m is less than the horizon scale LH = 3  1020 m, so the assumption of
collisional dynamics in Eq. 9 is justied. The viscous dissipation rate "  γ2  4  10−2
m2 s−3 gives a Kolmogorov scale LK  2  1020 m from Eq. 8. Since 10LK  LH , the
Hubble flow of plasma should be completely viscous and laminar.
The baryonic density at t  1012 s was   10−17 kg m−3, Weinberg 1972. Thus, from
Eq. 3
LSV  (10−12  4 1026=10−17  6:672 10−11)1/2  7 1020 m; (10)
approximately matching the horizon scale. The horizon scale baryonic mass
MH  L3H   = (ct)3 = 2:7  1044 kg is close to the baryonic mass of superclusters
(MSC  1046 kg includes the non-baryonic component), so these are suggested as the rst
structures of the universe, formed by fragmentation when the viscous Schwarz scale rst
matched the horizon scale, Gibson 1996, 1997ab, 1999ab.
Protosuperclusters formed by fragmentation rather than condensation because the
gravitational free fall time G  (G)−1/2 at their time of formation was 3:8  1013 s,
larger than the age of the universe at the time of their formation by a factor of 38. Void
formation is augmented by the expansion of the universe but condensation is inhibited.
Thus protosupercluster voids grow in the plasma epoch, while the protosuperclusters
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between the voids grow more slowly, by internal fragmentation. Further fragmentation
at LSV scales down to protogalaxy masses with little change in the baryonic density is
suggested by Gibson 1996. In this scenario, turbulence formation is inhibited at every
stage of the plasma epoch by a combination of viscous and buoyancy forces and there is no
energy source for sound. The temperature fluctuations observed in the CMB have nothing
to do with either turbulence or acoustics, Gibson 1999b. In contrast, Silk 1989, Fig. 10.1,
traces the evolution of an adiabatic galaxy mass pressure oscillation as it drops below the
Jeans mass at a redshift of z  108 and oscillates as a sound wave in the necessarily inviscid
plasma epoch with 104 density contrast until decoupling at z  103. It seems unlikely that
any such loud sounds (280 db) could ever start at this time less than a week after the Big
Bang, but if somehow they were started they would be damped within another week by the
large photon viscosity.
What about the nonbaryonic dark matter required to make up the critical density of a
flat universe? If such material exists, its cross section C for collisions with ordinary matter
must be very small or it would have been detected. Thus such material must have large
mean free paths for collisions and large diusivities DNB  LNB  vNB compared to DB for
baryonic matter since LNB  LB and vNB  vB. Since neutrinos are now known to have
mass, an obvious nonbaryonic candidate is neutrinos, which have densities comparable to
the density of photons and very small cross sections for collisions since they interact with
baryonic matter mostly through the weak force. Assuming a neutrino collision cross section
of n  10−40 m2 and number density nn  1020 m−3 gives a mean free path Ln of 1020 m,
so collisional dynamics apply. In the case of strongly diusive matter in weakly turbulent
flows, gravitational condensation is limited by a match between the diusion velocity of an
isodensity surface VD  D=L and the gravitational free fall velocity VG  L=G, giving the
diusive Schwarz scale
LSD  (D2=G)1/4 (11)
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where the diusivity Dn  Ln  c  3  1028 m2 s−1. This gives LSD  1021 m during the
plasma epoch, much larger than any of the structures formed and larger than the horizon for
part of the epoch. Any such nonbaryonic material would diuse away from the protogalaxies
and protosuperclusters as they fragment, to ll the voids between. Nonbaryonic materials
should fragment as the last stage of gravitational structure formation to form superhalos
when the superclusters separate by scales larger than LSD, contrary to cold dark matter
models that require early CDM condensation to produce the observed baryonic structure
using the Jeans 1902 theory.
The necessary condition for the diusive Schwarz scale LSD of Eq. 11 to determine the
minimum scale of gravitational condensation is
D  γG (12)
for viscous flows. Since γG  1 and D   for baryonic matter, the scale LSD only applies
to nonbaryonic matter, and then only if D  .
A proper description of structure formation in the primordial self gravitational fluids
of the universe requires more than the linearized Euler equation with gravity and the
density equation without diusion, as assumed by Jeans 1902. All the terms in Eq. 3 are
needed, and the density conservation equation in the vicinity LJ  L  LSXmax of a density
maximum or minimum
@=@t + ~v  r = Deffr2; (13)
where Deff  D − L2=G and D is the molecular diusivity of the density, Gibson 1999b.
The density depends on temperature and species concentration variations, and not simply
the pressure as assumed by Jeans. The problem is similar to the turbulent mixing problem,
Gibson 1968, except for the remarkable fact that within distances LSXmax of density
maxima and minima, gravitational diusivity takes over and the eective diusivity Deff
becomes negative. Thus, rather than reaching a local equilibrium between local straining
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and diusion at the Batchelor length scale LB  (D=γ)1/2 near density extrema as in
turbulent mixing theory, densities increase without limit or decrease to zero at these points,
Gibson and Schild 1999a.
4. The gas epoch
From standard cosmology and the CMB observations the initial conditions of the gas
epoch are precisely dened. There was little or no turbulence as discussed previously,
so the rate of strain of the fluid was only slightly larger than the Hubble constant at
the time γ  1=t  10−13 s−1. The density of the protogalaxies cannot have been much
dierent from the initial fragmentation density   10−17 kg m−3 since there was insucient
time for collapse and viscous stresses of the expanding universe would probably result in
further fragmentation rather than a density decrease. The temperature at decoupling was
To  4 000 K. The composition was 75% H and 25% He by mass. Therefore the kinematic
viscosity of the primordial gas was about 3 1012 m2 s−1, from      in standard gas
tables with a weighted average (To), with gas constant R about 3 612 m
2 s−2 K−1, Gibson
1999b. Viscous dissipation rates were only "  γ2  3 10−14 m2 s−3 so the Kolmogorov
scale LK  5 1012 m from Eq. 10, a factor of 5 108 smaller than the horizon scale.
Fragmentation of the neutral gas protogalaxies should occur simultaneously at both
the Jeans scale LJ of Eq. 1 and the viscous Schwarz scale LSV of Eq. 3, where for the
primordial gas conditions LJ  104LSV  LSV . The physical mechanism of the Jeans
scale fragmentation is not the mechanism proposed by Jeans 1902. Temperatures in
growing voids at scales smaller than LJ  (RT=G)1/2 adjust by particle diusion to
remain constant at T = p=R as the gravity driven rarefaction waves of void formation
propagate, where the term void indicates a density deciency. As the density decreases the
pressure decreases. Particle speeds and temperatures are constant as long as the particle
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diusion time P  L=(RT )1/2 is less than the gravitational free-fall time G; that is,
for scales L  LJ . For scales L larger than LJ the diusion time P is larger than G,
causing temperatures in these large voids to decrease as the voids grow because particle
diusion cannot maintain constant temperature and acoustical equilibrium. When this
happens, radiation heat transfer from the warmer surroundings increase the temperature,
and thus also the pressure, within the voids, and the increased pressure accelerates the void
formation, isolating blobs of gas at some multiple of the Jeans scale to form PGCs.
Substituting our initial T and  values of the primordial gas gives
LJ  (RT=G)1/2 = 1:5  1017 m, and MJ  L3J  3  1034 kg. Substituting γ
and  values in LSV  (γ=G)1/2 gives LSV = 2:1 1013 m and MSV  L3SV  = 9:4 1022
kg, a factor of 3  1011 smaller than MJ . These Jeans scale objects are called \Proto-
Globular-Clusters" (PGCs) and the smaller LSV scale objects within are called \Primordial
Fog Particles" (PFPs), where most PGS and PFPs have not yet dispersed or accreted to
form stars and persist as the galactic dark matter, Gibson 1996. The masses of both PGCs
and PFPs are rather sensitive to unknown universal proportionality constants of order one.
Observations of globular star cluster masses suggest a constant of about 3 for LJ to increase
the PGC mass to 105M and a constant of about 1.7 to match observations of 10−6M
\rogue planets" by Schild 1996 as the dominant component of the galactic dark matter in a
lensed quasar system.
5. Conclusions
We conclude that the small amplitude T=T  10−5 and small scale L  0:1LH
of measured temperature fluctuations in the cosmic background radiation are evidence
of turbulence damping by viscosity and structure formation beginning 30 000 years after
the Big Bang. The hypothesis that such small fluctuations can be explained as due to
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hydrodynamic stability of the Hubble flow is rejected because it requires Recr  100,
contrary to Kolmogorov 1941 and evidence of a universal range Recr = 25 − 100. Steady
inviscid flows are absolutely unstable to the formation of turbulence, as shown in x2 and
as derived by Landau and Lifshitz 1959. The hypothesis that the small scale L < LH is
a sound horizon with L  VSt is also rejected because it requires an unexplained loud
sound source to produce the observed T=T  10−5 values with the strong viscous damping
expected in the plasma epoch.
The present model suggests the rst structures to form were protosupercluster voids
at the viscous Schwarz scale LSV , when LSV rst matched the horizon scale LH . Rapid
expansion of the universe during the plasma epoch prevented gravitational condensation,
but enhanced void formations and fragmentation to protogalaxy masses before the gas epoch
began at 300 000 years, x3. The photon viscosity of the plasma was about 4 1026 m2 s−1
in the plasma epoch, reducing Reynolds numbers to subcritical values. The density of the
primordial plasma and gas was   10−17 kg m−3, which apparently persists to the present
as the density of luminous globular-star-clusters and dim or dark proto-globular-clusters.
As shown in x4, fragmentation of the primordial gas at decoupling occurred
simultaneously at LJ and LSV scales, to form proto-globular-clusters (PGCs) and
primordial-fog-particles (PFPs). Universal constants of 3 for LJ and 1.7 for LSV permit
matching of observed globular star cluster masses of 105M and observed \rogue planet"
dark matter masses of 10−6M in lensed quasars, Schild 1996. Most PGCs and their
PFPs are likely to persist as dark clumps of hydrogenous planetoids, forming the dominant
component of galactic dark matter, with any nonbaryonic dark matter condensing as the
last step of cosmological evolution as outer halos of galaxies or superhalos of galaxy clusters
at LSD scales, as proposed by Gibson 1996.
All evidence suggests the early universe was an extremely gentle place, with practically
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no turbulence or sound prior to the formation of stars. Large photon viscosities prevented
turbulence and damped sound in the plasma epoch, and the rst gravitational condensation
to form PFPs prevented turbulence in the early stages of the gas epoch. As the universe
continued to expand and cool, these small-planetary-mass objects must have experienced
an accretional cascade to larger and larger scales to form the rst small stars, but it
seems likely that this cascade was a very gentle process as well, producing the remarkably
spherical distributions of long-lived, tightly-packed stars in globular star clusters that we
see, and many more less evolved structures of the same mass and origin that we don’t see,
while preserving the primordial density.
The author is grateful for many constructive questions and comments from Ethan
Vishniac and Rudolph Schild.
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